Model.xmi
stores your
model in the
standard UML
format for use
in other apps

Project.xml
stores the
project
diagram info classes and
relationships.

Class.xml
stores the
deﬁnition of
a single class

Wouldn't it be cool if there was a tool you could use to
sort out the responsibilities of your objects, model your
code in UML, add comments whilst you've got the
purpose in mind and then generate AS3 stub code and
asDoc compatible comments at the touch of a button?

comment

model

plan

Aren't there a
bunch of these
tools already?

Code.as
Generate stub
code and
comments from
your model,
reverse engineer
to model from
your code.

asDoc.html
Use ﬂex, eclipse
or your favourite
tool to generate
documentation
from your
comments

Yeah ... but they're quite daunting to use.
Plus, they don't integrate your asDoc
comments with the planning process, which
is a pretty cool feature - because then your spec
deﬁnes the code. And mostly they're platform
speciﬁc - we just think there is something
easier, friendlier and more ﬂexible to be done.

Air.openSource=true;

Introduction

Use template cards for design
patterns to quickly create
Singletons, Iterators and
Commands.

Design Patterns at your
ﬁngertips.

Drag in the virtual index card
for any class you've previously
deﬁned to add it instantly to
your project.

Re-use your class deﬁnitions.

So - if it ain't broke, don't ﬁx it.
Identity modeller is based on
this tried and tested method,
with a few enhancements to
smooth the friction out of the
process and make your plan >
model > code process more
eﬃcient as well as more fun.

The index card is
probably the greatest
software planning tool
ever invented.
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Modelling method

And what about this
CRC thing? How
does that come in?

Identity
modeller

UML

UML is huge!
Surely you're not
gonna cover the
whole thing?

Scope
static
instance

Er - what is CRC anyway?

we don't have (non)nullable in AS3,
but it may join us in AS4

Extra (non UML)
dynamic
nullable

Note: the terms
in (brackets) are
the oﬃcial UML
terms for some
AS3 keywords

Modifiers
abstract (not in AS3)
const (readOnly)
binds
final
overrides

CRC is a technique for working out whether your
classes are trying to do too much, or are too tightly
coupled together. You don't have to use it if you
don't want to ... it's optional, but if you like the
sound of it do a wikipedia for CRC and follow your
nose. We've stuck it in because it's useful at the
modelling stage ... we think.

Visibility
public
private
internal (package)
protected

The Collaborators part of your CRC can
be worked out from your model and listed
automatically. It's basically the import statements
you'll need in your class. The Responsibilities
part is an area to make notes for yourself about
the purpose of this class. If you choose to use it to
make up jokes about your best friend's mum the
software will never know ...

Relationships
extends (generalizes)
implements (realizes)

Things
package
class
interface
property
function (operation)

Deﬁning the scope within UML … aiming to provide what's most useful
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UML Scope

What about using a
class with MovieClip
in an ECMAScript4
project?

What types are you
supporting? Can I
use Java Enum?

Good question. If you want to use a class
created in typeSpace AS3 in a project with
typeSpace ECMAScript4, Identity would ﬁrst
verify that all the types in your class have a valid
typeMapping into ECMAScript4. If you have
invalid types, such as MovieClip, you would be
prompted to create a duplicate class instead and
manually alter the unsupported types.

to support reverse engineering, we need to
store the pre-mapped type in a comment

...
//* strictType:decimal //
public var salary:Number;
...

MyClass.as

Note: you can only
edit a class within
the typeSpace it has
been created in. i.e. you
can't add a MovieClip
type to a class with
typeSpace UML.

<typeSpace name=ECMAScript4>
<type_byte>Number</type_byte>
<type_int>Number</type_int>
<type_uint>Number</type_uint>
<type_double>Number</type_double>
<type_decimal>Number</type_decimal>
<type_Number>Number</type_Number>
</typeSpace>

<typeSpace name=ECMAScript4>
<type_byte>uint</type_byte>
<type_int>int</type_int>
<type_uint>uint</type_uint>
<type_double>Number</type_double>
<type_decimal>Number</type_decimal>
<type_Number>Number</type_Number>
</typeSpace>

Why bother with UML and ECMAScript
when they can't be compiled?
Model at the highest possible level of
abstraction - so you can reuse a class in
as many languages as possible.

AS2/TypeMapping.xml

But won't that lock my
classes into one language?
Classes can be imported into
any typespace that supports
translation of their types.

AS3/TypeMapping.xml

A what?
Choose a 'typeSpace' for
your class or project. For
example - UML,
ECMAScript4, AS3, Java etc ...

Introducing 'typeSpaces' ...
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Types

So, which
languages are
supported? Can I
add more?

<package name="flash">
<package name="display">
<class>
<className>MovieClip</typeName>
<superclass>Sprite</superclass>
<isFinal>false</isFinal>
</class>
</package>
</package>

We probably can't use $ to indicate a variable, as
it might cause issues with php for example, but
this gives the general idea of how a class gets
parsed from your model ...

$operations
}
}</classStructure>
<operation>$operationComment
$visibility $scope $modifier function $operationName($parameters):$returnType{
}</operation>
<parameter>$parameterName:$parameterType |?$default(= $default)|</parameter>

$constructor

$classComment
$classVisibility $classOrInterface $className $generalizations $realizations {
$properties

package $packageName {

<classStructure>$header

AS3/ClassStructure.xml

<reservedWords>
<term>as</term>
<term>break</term>
<term>case</term>
</reservedWords>

<typeSpace name=ECMAScript4>
<type_byte>uint</type_byte>
<type_int>int</type_int>
<type_uint>uint</type_uint>
</typeSpace>
AS3/BuiltInTypes.xml

AS3/ReservedWords.xml

AS3/TypeMapping.xml

Each language will require a handful of xml ﬁles, something like this:
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Languages

Are we restricted
to ECMAScript
compliant stuﬀ?

How do you work
out overrides of
built in classes - Like
if I extend
MovieClip?

More on components down here!

At the moment it seems like OO
languages would be the main focus,
and that's what the ﬁrst parser will be
targeted at, but if we build the parser
as an external component instead of
integral to the application then perhaps
in future someone will build a parser
and spec for creating mySql or CSS ...

ﬂash/display/MovieClip.xml
Creating the class libraries for all the
build in classes in AS3 alone is a pretty
big job ... but we hope to release
identity with at least a basic set of the
most commonly used AS3 classes as
Class.xml ﬁles, so you can drag and
drop them straight into your project.
And, of course, extend it yourself.

Identity central:
A public repository for Class.xml ﬁles
One of the nice features of AIR is the ability to
detect and download ﬁles through the application,
so Identity will feature an integrated public central
repository for Class.xml ﬁles where you can share,
upload and download the Class.xml deﬁnitions for
inbuilt classes as well as shared code.
Note: of course it's
not just the AS3 built in
stuﬀ (or other languages)
- we can share models
for interfaces, good
solutions, publicly
AIR Sandbox:
available APIs, design
Balancing security & ﬂexibility patterns ...
Keeping as much functionality as possible in
externally loaded components, with the core
Identity engine doing the grunt work, we can
maximise ﬂexibility, but it does require some serious
thought due to the security sandbox set up in AIR.
Loaded swfs can only access functionality using an
API made available to them, and can only pass
simple typed data (strings, numbers etc) back and
forth. A challenge, but a great set up for decoupling.

Class libraries for language core classes
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Languages

history
Panel

undoRedo

snippets

recent
Projects

styling
Tool

geometry
Inspector

auto
Layout

keyboard
Shortcuts

document
Info

alignTool

Control
API

Clipboard
API

Navigation
API

CanvasAPI

Each API
presents an
integrated
MVC bridge

MVC

??

FileIOAPI

PrinterAPI

ParserAPI

The Identity plug-in model (a rough sketch!)
mySQL
Parser

version
Control

asDoc
Generator

comments
Printer

xmi
Parser

OOParser
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Plug-ins

